Proven10 Process
ISO 9001:2008

At REI Automation, your project is our priority. That’s why we developed Proven10, our internal process that combines
our proven quality system with a systematic project management approach. Proven10 insures that each project not
only meets the requirements of the contract and referenced specifications and standards, but it also insures that our
work is performed in an orderly manner. The system also guarantees that project status is consistently
communicated throughout the project.
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REI Core Values
The REI team will collaborate to create innovative, robust solutions for our customers while demonstrating kindness, initiative and
dedication. These are our core values, which you can expect from every member of our team, as we work to provide the elegant automation
systems on which you rely.
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COLLABORATIVE

INNOVATIVE

ROBUST

Be willing to risk sharing
your ideas

Drive change & continuous
improvement

Demand high quality and
excellence
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KINDNESS

INITIATIVE

DEDICATION

Treat others as you would
like to be treated

Be flexible with a can-do
attitude

Be a reliable go-getter

REI Automation, Inc. specializes in designing and building custom industrial equipment, including assembly lines, robotic cells and

REI Automation, Inc.

special-purpose machines. Our consistent goal is to build elegant, robust systems that provide unmatched value for our customers.

1240 Veterans Road
Columbia, SC 29209

Our reputation in the industry is one of innovation and teamwork. Our customers are experts in their products and processes; REI’s
employees bring our vast experience with industrial automation and design creativity to the table. REI is proud of its in-house staff of
highly experienced engineers and technicians who enjoy this creative collaboration to develop great machine systems.

p: 803 791.8550
f: 803 791.8663

REIautomation.com

